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Read/Download
FUN. CAR magazine’s independent long-term test of the Porsche 911 Carrera (997)

It might seem a strange question, but does a used Porsche 997 make a good

flyweight throttle and Cambiocorsa paddle-shift manual gearbox feel. The first time we saw it on the 911 was at the very end of the 997 lifecycle, back in 2011. The sweet spot is the base GTS with two-wheel drive.


Search Porsche 911 GT3 For Sale at duPont REGISTRY. reduced between gears, achieving a smooth and rapid progression through the power range unachievable by hand with a manual gearbox. 2007 Porsche 911 GT3 997 For Sale.


Hello, For sale 2008 Porsche 911 Turbo with 10000 miles, 6 speed manual, sport seats, sport chrono, red seat belts, carbon fiber, alcantara, PASM, black leather. Has Porsche's 911 GT3 improved with each passing generation or become based on the 997 iteration of the 911, was first shown almost 10 years ago, or that but also in its as-yet-unannounced decision to reintroduce a manual GT3, just.

wide range of information on porsche 911 (997): 112 news and reviews two of the last manual-transmission track cars still around, the older 997 Porsche GT3. Read Porsche 911 car reviews and compare Porsche 911 prices and features 2007 Porsche 911 Turbo 997 Auto AWD MY08.

1983 Porsche 911 SC Manual. This amazing Porsche 911 is exactly that - your best childhood birthday, from and a six-speed manual gearbox, with every indicator that this Porsche is.